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Foreword
The following booklet is designed to provide basic rules to help teachers, assistants and
coaches working with primary children and young people in sports clubs and activity sessions.
The rules are guidelines and suggestions as to how you may wish to run a session at your
club, however it is not essential that they are followed exactly as laid out in this booklet. The
rules can be altered, improvised and improved in order to suit varied abilities, numbers,
equipment and facilities. However, the rules in this booklet will be adopted for the Lewis
and Harris Sports Festival. This may vary at the discretion of the Sport & Health Team.
A few notes to consider:
Encourage young people to bring their own water bottle along to every activity session to promote the importance of taking on fluid before, during and after physical
activity.
Ensure young people understand how important it is that they display a degree of
fair play and discipline at all times, as failure to do so can result in injury if not conducted in an appropriate and controlled manner.
Encourage all young people to wear appropriate clothing and footwear for participating in all sport and recreational activities for health and safety purposes.
It is hoped that as a result of encouraging and promoting the above, young people will become educated and more aware of the importance of implementing safe and correct procedures in order to contribute to a more positive and enjoyable overall experience.
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Badminton
Objective
To beat your opponent by hitting more shots past them into a designated scoring area
Rules: - Singles
Serve must be hit below the waist

Serve must land in box diagonally opposite to server
A point is awarded after every rally (rally scoring)
Shuttle must land within the thin, long lines of the court
Players must not intentionally distract an opponent by shouting or
gesturing - this may count as a fault
Games can be played up to 21 points - this may vary
The winner of the first game will start serving in the second game
Matches can be played as best of 3 games - this may vary
If a game is drawn at 20-20 play continues until 2 clear points are
established. If it becomes 29-29 the first to 30 is the winner.
Rules: - Doubles
Same as above
Shuttle must land within the long, thick lines of the court
On serve - if point is won continue serving, if point is lost
serve goes to the opposition
ALWAYS REMEMBER:
ODD SCORE - Serve from the left
EVEN SCORE - Serve from the right
Method of Scoring
Points System – 1 point per winning shot
Outcome
Player who finishes the match having won 2 games from a possible 3
Link

http://www.badmintonscotland.org.uk/
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Basketball
Objective
To beat your opponents by scoring more baskets in the opposition’s basket
Rules
Teams consist of 2-5 players
Non-contact sport
A game starts with a ‘tip off’ between 2 players of opposite teams (ball is thrown
up in between players)
Ball must be dribbled – it cannot be carried or kicked
Double dribbling is not permitted (i.e. dribbling with the ball, stopping, and starting
again)
Each basket is worth 2 points
Free Throws (awarded for a foul in the ‘D’) are worth 1 point each
Ball is deemed out of play when it crosses the outside court lines
Method of Scoring
Points System – 2 points per basket
Outcome
Team with the most baskets at the end of the game wins
Link

http://www.basketballscotland.com/
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Concept 2 Rowing
Objective
To row further than the opposition within a set time frame
Rules
Teams consist of 4 players (Primary 6-7 pupils)
Each team member rows for 30 second periods
Each race will last for 2 minutes - this may vary

Method of Scoring
Time System
Outcome
Team that rows the furthest distance within the allocated time frame wins
Link

http://concept2.co.uk/
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Darts
Objective
To achieve zero points in as few throws as possible
Rules
Each player throws 3 darts at a time behind the throwing line
Players deduct points from their starting total by throwing darts at
corresponding numbers
Players try & deduct the maximum points possible with as few darts
as possible (highest score with 3 darts is 180)
POINTS:
Single Points
Double Points
Triple Points
Bulls Eye
Double Bulls Eye

-

Black & Cream Areas
Outer Ring
Inner Ring
25 Points
50 Points

Method of Scoring
Points System
Outcome
Player who reaches zero from a set starting total before opponent wins
Link

http://scottishdarts.com/
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Football
Objective
To score goals in the opposition’s goal whilst defending your own goal
Rules: - Indoor 5 a-side
Ball must stay within the outside lines of the football pitch or designated area
Outfield players are not permitted to use their hands to stop or control the ball
The goalkeeper may pick up the ball within his/her box
Goalkeeper must adopt an underarm throw when passing to outfield players
Players will be cautioned for fouls or inappropriate conduct
The ball may not rise above a certain height in the hall - this may be at the discretion of the referee
Rules: Outdoor 7 a-side
Players will be cautioned for fouls or inappropriate conduct
(with either a yellow card = a caution, or a red card = a sending off offence.)
Ball must stay within the outside lines of the football pitch or designated area
A

A pass back or offside rule may be applied at the discretion of the referee
Team Recommendations
Fun Fours - Up to 8 years, Soccer 7’s - 9-12 years, 11 a-side - 13+
(These can vary depending on group/event)
Method of Scoring
Time System
Outcome
The team with the most goals at the end of the games wins
Link

http://www.scottishfa.co.uk/
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Golf
Objective
The Lewis & Harris Sports Festival Golf Festivals are come & try sessions open to all.
The object of the festival is to provide the opportunity for individuals of all abilities and
experiences to participate in controlled sessions by qualified and experienced coaches.
Coaches will provide appropriate equipment and coaching so why not
come along and have a go?

The Golf sessions will focus on the following specific skills:
Putting
Chipping
Full Swing
Drive

Link

http://www.scottishgolf.org/
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Handball
Objective
The Lewis & Harris Sports Festival Handball Festivals are come & try sessions open to all.
The object of the festival is to provide the opportunity for individuals of all abilities and
experiences to participate in a variety of controlled sessions by qualified and experienced coaches.
Coaches will provide appropriate equipment and coaching so why not
come along and have a go?

The basic rules of handball include the following:
Two teams of 7 players
Teams consist of 1 goalie & 6 outfield players
Playing area is same size as an indoor football pitch
Games starts with a ‘throw off’

Link

http://www.scottishhandball.com/
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Hockey
Objective
Rules:
Ball must not hit your foot
You must not use the back of the stick
Do not hit the ball - push the ball
Keep the ball on the stick - no tapping
Ball not to be lifted
Goal can only be scored when in the opponents circle

Method of Scoring
Points System
Outcome
The team with the most goals at the end of the game wins
Link

http://www.scottish-hockey.org.uk/
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Netball
Objective
To score more baskets than your opposition within a specified time frame
Rules - Mini Netball
Teams consist of 5 players
No dribbling or running with the ball is permitted
Netball is a game of passing and moving
Teams aim to shoot in opposition’s hoop
Each basket is worth 1 point
Non-contact sport
Rules - Thistle Netball
Teams consist of 7 players
Rules as above
Method of Scoring
Time System
Outcome
The team with the most points at the end of the game wins
Link

http://www.netballscotland.com/
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Pool
Objective
To clear the table of your designated set of colours before your opponent
Rules
One players starts off game by hitting cue ball into rack of mixed balls
This determines who is allocated striped &/or coloured balls
Players take turns about to aim for their designated group of colours
Players get 1 shot at a time, unless they pot a ball where they then take
another shot for every ball they pot

Method of Scoring
Points System
Outcome
The player who wins the most games out of the allocated number wins
Link

http://www.scottishpool.com/
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Short Tennis
Objective
Rules
Court used is a badminton court
Games can be played as singles or doubles
Scoring system same as tennis (15, 30, 40, A)
Service can be underarm or over arm
Net is set at half the height of the badminton height
Ball can be volleyed or be allowed to bounce once

Method of Scoring
Points System
Outcome
Individual/Double who wins the most games overall wins
Link

http://www.tennisscotland.org/
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Sportshall Athletics
Objective
The Lewis & Harris Sports Festival Sportshall Athletics Festivals are come & try
sessions open to all. The object of the festival is to provide the opportunity for
individuals of all abilities and experiences to participate in a variety of controlled
sessions by qualified and experienced coaches.
Coaches will provide appropriate equipment and coaching so why not
come along and have a go?

Some of the events included in the Sportshall Athletics programme include:
Standing Long Jump

Seated Ball Throw

Vertical Jump

Target Throw

Foam Javelin

Speed Bounce

Shot Putt

Relays
Link

http://www.scottishathletics.org.uk/
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Squash
Objective
Rules
Game can be played as singles or doubles
Games scoring is up to 11 points, best of 5 sets - this may vary
Ball must be kept within red area / lines
Service can be underarm or over arm, with one foot in the service box
Serve must hit the front wall first
Ball can be volleyed or be allowed to bounce once

Method of Scoring
Points System
Outcome
The first player/double to reach 11 by two clear points wins the game
Link

http://www.scottishsquash.org.uk/
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Swimming
The Lewis & Harris Sports Festival Swimming Festivals are come & try sessions
open to all.
The object of the festival is to provide the opportunity for individuals of all abilities
and experiences to participate in controlled sessions by qualified and
experienced coaches.
Coaches will provide appropriate equipment and coaching so why not
come along and have a go?

The swimming events that make up the festival include:
Breaststroke
Butterfly
Backstroke
Front Crawl
Individual Medley - Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly, Freestyle (Front Crawl)
Relays - combinations of the above

Link

http://www.scottishswimming.com/
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Table Tennis
Objective
To beat your opponent by scoring more points
Rules: - Singles
Each player has 2 serves
Serves hit the table once on each side of the net
Ball must hit the opponents side of the table on each shot
Games are played up to 11 points - this may vary
If a game is drawn at 10-10 play continues until 2 clear points are established
Matches can be played as best of 3 games - this may vary
Rules: - Doubles
As above
Players may not hit the ball twice in succession
Serves are hit to the box diagonally opposite

Method of Scoring
Points System – 1 point per winning shot

Outcome
The player who finishes the match having won two games from a possible 3
Link

http://www.tabletennisscotland.com/
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Tchoukball
Objective
The Lewis & Harris Sports Festival Tchoukball Festivals are come & try
sessions open to all. The object of the festival is to provide the opportunity for
individuals of all abilities and experiences to participate in a variety of controlled
sessions by qualified and experienced coaches.
Coaches will provide appropriate equipment and coaching so why not
come along and have a go?

Tchoukball is a fast indoor team game that incorporates elements of handball and volleyball.
To play the game a player scores a point when he bounces the ball onto the trampoline frame and it touches the ground outside the semicircle facing the trampoline.
The game is non-contact with defending teams allowing attackers to pass and
shoot
Players can take 3 steps before passing, but cannot bounce the ball

Link

http://www.tchoukball.org/
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Touch Rugby
Objective
To beat the opposition by scoring more tries behind their goal line
Rules
A tackle is if opposition touches you on waist with two hands
Ball carrier, once tackled, must then stop and pass the ball
Ball must always be passed backwards
A try is scored by placing the ball down behind opponent’s goal line
Each try is worth 1 point but this can vary
Played within a basic rectangular pitch
No goalposts are required in touch rugby - this may vary
Team Recommendations
5 a-side
Method of Scoring
Time System
Outcome
The team that finishes the game with more tries wins
Link

http://www.scottishrugby.org/
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Uni-hoc
Objective
To score more goals in the oppositions goal within a specified time frame
Rules
Game is played with a uni-hoc ball
Game is started with a drop ball
At the start of the game players must stand in their own half
After a goal is scored the game is restarted by the team that conceded the
goal returning to the centre and play resumes. Players can stand in either
half of the court at centres
Opposite teams adopt different coloured sticks
Sticks must not be raised above waist height – dangerous play
Players are allowed to stop the ball with their foot. Any other use of the
foot is a free hit to the opposition
Players can catch the ball with their hands & must place at their feet immediately to resume play
Players can not stand in the goal ‘D’ as this will result in a penalty from
halfway line
Defending team can not stand in or place sticks in the ‘D’ - this
will result in a penalty being awarded to the opposition
Attacking team can not stand in or place sticks in the ’D’ - this will
result in a free hit to the opposition
When a penalty is awarded players must all retreat to the halfway &
are not allowed to move until the ball goes in the net or passes the
goal line
Players must keep both hands on the stick at all times
Method of Scoring
Time System
Outcome
The team with the most goals after the allocated time frame wins
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Volleyball
Objective
To beat your opponent by winning more points in a game
Rules - 4 a-side
No more than 3 touches may be used on each side of the net – the third touch
must be used to play the ball over the net
No player may touch the ball twice in succession
Ball must be hit, not caught
Ball can be played anywhere but must land within the outer lines of the court to
score
Ball must be served from behind the baseline – this may vary
Players are not allowed to dribble or run with the volleyball
Serves can be over arm or underarm
Game is played on a badminton court in teams of 4
After 3 serves on one side, serve goes to opposite team who rotate positions
Same person serves 3 times on their side
Games are played to a set time
Rules - 6 a-side
Players continue serving until point is lost
On winning serve, team rotate positions
Method of Scoring
4 a-side - Points System, 6 a-side - First to 25 (by 2 clear points)
Outcome
The team which finishes the match with most points at the end of the allocated time wins
Link

http://www.scottishvolleyball.org/
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Indoor or Outdoor Games & Activities
Tails

Each individual has a bib or something similar tucked into the
back of his or her short/tracksuit/trouser

Team Tails

Similar to the above but you group into event teams (No more
than 4)

Tunnel Tig

Nominated catchers chase the others and touch them on the
arm, when caught you must stand still with hands on head
and legs apart. To return to the game again, somebody has
to crawl through your legs

Handball Tig

Nominated catchers with a ball chase the others and touch
them on the arm with the ball (no throwing of the ball). When
caught you must stand still with hand on head and legs apart.
To return to the game again somebody has to crawl through
your legs
(There are many variations of tig which may be adopted.
These can include Hospital Tig, Toilet Tig, Turtle Tig, Chain/
Line Tig, Sock Tig, High Five Tig)

Opposites

These are commands given to the children i.e. high, low, stop
and go. The children perform each command when required.
Once they understand the commands, change to the opposites.

Circle Dodge Ball

Similar to dodge ball but the area required is smaller and in a
circle. The idea is to split the group into teams with one team
on the inside and the others around the outside. The inside
team has a set amount of lives. Once the whole team are out
or a set time has passed, the game is stopped and the inside
team changes.

Stuck in the Mud

(Similar to Handball Tig but catchers must touch the others on
the legs with the ball)

Traffic Lights

Children listen to commands. Green for ‘Go’, Amber for ‘Get
Ready’ (i.e. running on the spot), Red for ‘Stop’
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Indoor or Outdoor Games & Activities (continued.)
Bull Dog

Select one catcher from the group, played in a large area indicating the end zones with markers. The idea of the game is to get
from one zone to the other without getting caught. If caught,
you then become a catcher

Ball Skills
1 (in 2’s)
2 (in 3’s)
3 (in 4’s)

Passing to one another on ground or in the air
Passing to one another on ground or in the air in
a straight line
Find the spare player (1 working, 3 feeding)

Sharks

All players run around a large area with hoops/mats dotted
around the area like small islands. The leader selects a catcher
without the group knowing who the catcher is. The group run
around the islands and when the leader shouts ‘SHARKS’ all players try to get on to an island without getting attacked by the
shark. Once you are caught you then become a shark and the
game starts again until all the group are caught.

Head Catch

The leader has a group in a circle with themselves in the middle.
Using a ball and going in a clockwise direction, they throw the
ball to the outside and give the command head or catch. On the
outside you must listen and react to the shout. You would then
change to the opposites (head means catch and catch means
head)

Crab Football

In small teams (3’s or 4’s)
Children are on their hands/feet with stomach facing the roof
and the ball at their feet. They can only touch the ball with their
feet, using a small area with cones as goals. The idea is to score
goals for your own team.

Kick Rounders

The same as rounders apart from the batting team kick the ball
rather than using a bat
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Sport and Health Contact Numbers
LEWIS & HARRIS
Sports Development Services Manager
Iain Campbell
01851 822782
Sports Facilities Services Manager (Western Isles)
Tony Wade
01851 822780
Outdoor Learning Managers
Tim Pickering
01851 822810
Isi Oakley
01851 822810
Service Support Officer
Karen Pickard
01851 822787
Active Schools Co-ordinator - Greater Broadbay Cluster (Primary)
Eric Macleod 01851 822784
Active Schools Co-ordinator - Westside & Harris Cluster (Primary)
Jenna Stewart
01851 822783
Community Sports Development Officer
Steven Munro
01851 822785
Community Sports Hub Officer
Euan Macleod
01851 822
Ionad Spòrs Leòdhais (Lewis Sports Centre)
Reception
01851 822800
Ionad Spòrs Leòdhais (Lewis Sports Centre)
Duty Officer 01851 822800
Ionad Spòrs Eilean na Hearadh (Harris Sports Centre)
Duty Officer 01859 502970
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UIST & BARRA
Sports Facilities Development Officer (Uist & Barra)
Christina MacWilliams
01870 604880
Active Schools Co-ordinator - Uist Cluster (Primary)
Christine MacQuarrie
01870 603591
Active Schools Co-ordinator - Barra (P/T)
Katie Denehy 01871 810100
Liniclate Sports Centre
01870 603539
Castlebay Sports Centre
01871 810321

Notes
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